
GRAVITY AND VERTICAL LOOP ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY REPORTS 

PENSE TOWNSHIP (MAP - 566) 

LARDER LAKE MINING DIVISION 

DISTRICT OF TEM1SKAMING, ONTARIO

NTS 31 M /l 3 

PROPERTY

The property consists of 17 unpatented mining claims registered in the name of 
G.3. Gereghty and one leased claim owned by T S H Resources Limited of Toronto, 
Ontario. Claim numbers, and their respective description of land parcel coverage 
by lot and concession are listed:-

Pense Twp. L 1076182 - SEi of S i Lot 8, Con. V
L 1076183 - NEi of S l Lot 8, Con. V
L 1076184 - NWi of S l Lot 9, Con. V
L 1076185 - NEi of N| Lot 8, Con. IV
L 1076186 - NWi of Ni Lot 9, Con. IV
L 1076187 - NEi of Ni Lot 9, Con. IV
L 1076188 - SEi of Si Lot 9, Con. V
L 1076189 - NEi of Si Lot 9, Con. V
L 1076190 - NWi of SI Lot 10, Con. V
L 1076191 - SWi of SI Lot 10, Con. V
L 1076192 - NWi of N| Lot 10, Con. IV
L 1076195 - SEi of Si Lot 10, Con. V
L 1076196 - NEi of SI Lot 10, Con. V
L 1076197 - SWi of N| Lot 10, Con. V
L 1076198 - SEi of Ni Lot 9, Con. V
L 1076199 - SWi of N| Lot 9, Con. V
L 1117786 - SEi of N| Lot 10, Con. V
L 104660 (leased) SWi of Si Lot 9, Con. V

Magnetometer survey coverage was filed for assessment work credits in 
January 1990 and in January 1991.

VLF electromagnetic survey work was submitted for assessment credits in 
January 1991. A geological survey report was filed for credit in July 1991.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The center of the claim group is at 470 49' latitude and 790 32' 30" 
longitude. The property is fifteen miles due east of Englehart, Ontario. 
Summer access is as follows: Two miles north of Hilliardton on Highway #569 
then eastward along the common borders of Ingram - Hilliard and Pense- 
Brethour Townships for a distance of 4 miles on gravelled road. Then north 
for one mile along Pense Lot 2 - Lot 3 line, and one mile eastward along 
Concession l - Con.2 line to Broderick's abandoned farm house. A tractor 
road leads from Broderick's northeastward into the center of the claim group 
a distance of 31 miles.
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LOCATION AND ACCESS: CONTINUED

Winter access to the subject claims is also via highway #569 for 2 3/4 miles 
due east of Tomstown then continuing eastward for 4 3/4 miles along the 
common boundary of Concessions 111 and IV to the Otterskin Creek in Pense 
Township. Snow machine access is then necessary following old logging roads 
in a northeasterly direction for approximately H miles then due eastward 
across a vast marsh a distance of H miles to the west boundary of the claim 
block. Once into the claim group several branching roads lead: east, north 
and south, and most of these were brushed out to permit more rapid access.

A grid location map, drawn on a scale of l" = 1000 feet with l" - 4 mile 
topographic inset, accompanies this report (Fig. 1)

TERRAIN

Except for a high ridge along the west side of the claim group striking 
NNE - SSW the north half of the claim block is generally quite flat. The 
south half of the property is gently rolling with steep sided ravines some 
with associated creeks trending northeast or southeast flowing eastward into 
the Pontleroy river. Claims in the north part of the property have a sort 
of central division where drainage in the east half drains east while the 
western claim have a westerly drainage in to the vast marsh along the 
western claim boundary.

PREVIOUS WORK

Highlights of all recorded assessment work done in Pense Township are summarized 
in "Geology of the Englehart - Earlton Area" by H.L. Lovell - 1977 see Pense 
Township pages 12 S 13.

Reconnaissance geophysical survey work and prospecting were carried out by 
the writer within the subject claim area from 1969-71 and six drill holes 
were cored.

OBJECT OF VLEM survey

The vertical loop electromagnetic survey was done to locate and outline 
ground conductors which might represent mineralized sulphide zones, either 
magnetic or non magnetic. Since a "Radem"VLF survey was done last year over 
the entire claim group many of the VLF conductors traced were spot checked 
for validity at 1000 cycles per second and several of these checked did 
produce vertical loop conductors.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY PROCEDURE

Two very different vertical loop E.M. units were employed for this survey, 
however, both units operate at 1000 c.p.s and differ mostly in appearance 
and signal strength. VLEM readings are taken at the 100 foot spaced station 

pickets.
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In order to read long distances from the transmitter station an old "McPhar" 
motor driven alternator was used. The transmitter coil is quite large and 
is suspended in the vertical plane by an aluminum mast, then formed into a 
triangular shape by placing a fifteen foot aluminum spreader bar horizontally 
across the base of this coil.

When working short distances from the transmitter an INCO MK IV ground E.M. 
unit was used. The MK IV transmitter is a small circular, hand held, battery 
powered coil which is kept in the vertical plane by a "bulls-eye" level.

The survey procedure used is commonly called the "FAN" method. The transmitter 
remains at a fixed location while 400 foot grid lines are read across the 
geologic strike, usually on both sides of the transmitter setup. Readings are 
taken when the receiver is positioned along strike from the transmitter and this 
is generally attained by shouting back and forth and then pointing the transmitter 
coil at the receiver. Any conductor within range of the transmitter produces a 
secondary electromagnetic field distorting the primary field. This distortion 
is measured in terms of dip angles, in degrees, on a clinometer attached to 
the receiving coil.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY PLOTTING AND INTERPRETATION

Profiled vertical loop electromagnetic (VLEM) survey results are shown on a 
single plan on a seale of I"s200' (1:2400) See Figure #6. Dip angle E.M. readings 
are profiled at a scale of l'^200 . Numerical dip angle values are plotted at 
their respective station and each number except "O", is preceded by the letter 
"L" (left reading) or "R" (right reading). Left readings are plotted on the 
outside of the line being traversed furthest from the transmitter while right 
readings are plotted on the inside of the section line traversed closest to the 
transmitter. These dip angle readings indicate the direction to the source of 
the secondary E.M. field and a conductor axis is indicated when readings cross 
the traverse line from right to left with the receiver facing the transmitter. 
A conductor axis may be shown on the VLEM plan as either short dashed heavily 
inked lines, indicating a zone of weak conductivity, longer dashed lines 
representing a medium strength conductor, or a solid line signifying a zone of 
strong conductivity. VLEM transmitter setups are shown as numbered triangles 
("T-10"). The interpreter can determine which line(s) have been read from 
each transmitter setup by looking for a corresponding T-Number at the ends of 
the nearby lines surveyed with VLEM.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY RESULTS (Figure 6)

In the northwestern part of the claim group a VLEM conductor coincides 
haphazardly with a previously outlined VLF conductor for several hundred freet. 
This VLEM conductive zone strikes ENE from section 40W in claim L 1076199 where 
it is weak but still open to the west. Tracing this zone eastward it becomes 
progressively stronger through claim L 1076198 to 20W where it folds abruptly 
southward along the west border of claim L 1076197, continuing into the NW 
corner of claim L 1076190 where it weakens and terminates. This conductor is 
associated with a weak positive magnetic anomaly and also correlates with 
the northern flank of a broad gravity anomaly on all three lines surveyed with 
gravity..



In the northeastern part of the property several VLF conductors were spot 
checked and*SE-NW striking zone did respond to the 1000 cycle VLEM. On line 
8W, in the NE corner of claim L 1076190, this VLEM conductor is weak but 
becomes progressively stronger as followed southeastward through claim 
L 1076196. This non magnetic conductor extends beyond the east boundary of 
the property and is believed to be the strong graphitic conductor drilled by 
CANICO in 1968.

The northern parts of claims L 1076191 S 95 in the east-central part of the 
property host an east-west striking VLF conductor that also responded to VLEM. 
A weak VLEM conductor was traced 1200 feet coinciding with several lenticular 
shaped positive, or negative, magnetic anomalies. This conductive zone is 
still open in both directions. No gravity survey work was done in this sector.

Roughly seven hundred feet south of the above conductor in claim L 1076191 is 
a second VLF conductive zone which is producing a medium strength VLEM 
conductor on two lines tested. No attempt was made to trace this medium- 
strong conductor since it is known from previous reconnaissance VLEM survey 
work that it extends for at least 800 feet east and 2400 feet west. 
B.H. #13 tested this conductor on section 14W where it was graphitic.

Vertical loop E.M. conductors shown in claims L 1076188 and leased claim 
L 104660 were partly outlined in 1990 prior to the VLF survey. It is interesting 
to note that there is no correlation of VLF and VLEM in the NE corner of claim 
L 1076188.

The magnetics in this area of EM disagreement are strongly indicative of tight 
folding. In the extreme NE corner of L 1076188 a weak, 400 foot long, east 
west striking VLEM conductor has been partially outlined. Immediately southwest 
of the above mentioned conductor are two indications of VLEM conductors which 
could prove to be one continuous conductive zone with more EM work.

One of the most important VLEM conductors occurs in the northern part of 
L 104660. This medium-strong conductive magnetic zone strikes SE-NW for roughly 
1100 feet and terminates very abruptly at the eastern end. This zone has been 
drilled by B.Hs #5, 10, 11, 4 12. A weak 400 foot long, east-west striking 
VLEM conductor occurs along the 92N base line in the eastern half of L 104660 
while a second, weak 800 foot long east-west striking zone has been outlined 
in the southwestern part of this same claim. These weak conductors are not 
associated with magnetic or gravity anomalies.

Object of Gravity Survey

The main purpose of the gravity survey was to determine if positive gravity 
anomalies were associated with E.M. conductor axes and/or magnetic anomalies. 
Correlation of gravity and conductivity would produce preferred drill targets 
for a planned diamond drilling program.
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Object of Gravity Survey (continued)

In drilling done to date within this Pense property the most prevalent economic 
sulphide mineral encountered is sphalerite. Since sphalerite is a known poor 
electromagnetic conductor, but does have a high specific gravity (3.5 to 4), 
relative to the host rocks with densities of 2.5 to 2.8, the following logic 
was adopted: Ground conductors with high sphalerite content would result in 
weak conductivity but should produce an associated positive gravity anomaly, 
whereas, zones of strong conductivity with predominant graphitic source would 
not result in an associated gravity high anomaly.

The original proposed gravity survey was intended to cross-section the property 
from north to south on three, 400 foot spaced grid lines, however, once into 
the first major ravine to the south of 82N tie-line it became very apparent 
that too much time was required to clear lines and run the time consuming 
elevation survey in this area of steep sloped gulleys and ravines.

GRAVITY AND LEVEL SURVEY EQUIPMENT

Rented survey equipment was used for this program consisting of a "Sodin" thermos- 
taticly heat controlled gravity meter serial No. 200 TR with instrument constant 
of 0.1002, and a "Sakkisha" automatic level model B-2A with 12 foot sectional 
level rod.

GRAVITY SURVEY PROCEDURE

Before renting the above survey equipment roughly 70X of the grid lines to be 
gravity surveyedw*re cleared of windfalls, new growth, widened, and grid co-ordi 
nates re-written on faded station pickets. At the most convenient location for 
setting up the gravity meter, away from the base of large trees but generally 
within one or two feet of the station picket, also occasionally at the halfway 
point between 100 foot stations, a hardwood peg l" to H" in diameter was 
hammered into the soil to solid ground level then spray painted for ease in relo 
cating. These painted pegs would subsequently become elevation stations and 
gravity reference points from which the height of the gravity instrument would 
be measured. By establishing these fixed elevation/gravity stations it permitted 
flexibility as to which survey work could be done first, there was no need to 
carry out the elevation survey in advance of the gravity as is the norm. Realizing 
that some days of high winds would prevent gravity surveying some grid work and 
the level survey were reserved for bad weather.

To facilitate closures in the level survey the following east west lines were cut 
or re-cut as required: 124N tie-line 36W to 28W, 102N tie-line 36W to 28W, 92N 
base line 36U to 20U, and the 82N tie-line from 36U to 28U.
Before commencing gravity readings a convenient grid station at 32W-124N, away 
from known anomalies but near the main access road, was selected as the main base 
station. A second site in the southern part of the survey area and very close 
to the access road, was selected as the base reference station for gravity work 
to be done in that sector. Three painted hardwood pegs were driven into the 
ground adjacent to the elevation peg at each base station and these were used to 
support the gravity meter tripod thus maintaining a constant height of instrument 
for all repeat readings at these base stations.
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GRAVITY SURVEY PROCEDURE (continued)

At 32W - 124N the gravity meter was setup on the 32" tripod and manually adjusted 
for latitude thereby made to read 502.8 scale divisions close to the mid point in 
the instrument's range. Having taken several readings to check accuracy of repeat 
readings I then walked to the second base station, read it and returned to the 
first station in less than one hour. Drift was insignificant so my second base 
station value was established at 36W - 86N.

Note that the "Sodin" gravity meter levels are very exact and when properly 
adjusted repeat gravity readings are usually within 0.1 S.D. When working in windy 
conditions it was sometimes necessary to take a third gravity reading and in such 
cases the two nearly identical readings were recorded. Where readings differed 
by 0.2 S.D. or greater an average of the two readings was used. At each gravity 
station the height of instrument was measured in inches from the gravity meter's 
hand grip to the top of the elevation peg using a retractable steel measuring tape. 
Gravity base stations were usually re-read within two hour intervals to establish 
the linear drift correction due to earth tides, and movement of solar bodies. 
Theoretically, there is no mechanical instrument drift since the gravity meter was 
always at a constant temperature.

ELEVATION SURVEY PROCEDURE

The "Sakkisha" level used for this elevation survey is very light to carry, rapidly 
setup and roughly levelled simply by twisting the instrument on it's spherical head, 
then completing the instrument leveling by centering a "bulls eye" type level using 
the adjusting screws.

The elevation survey commenced at 92N-36W where an arbitrary height of 1000 feet was 
set. Except for the 92N base line and short lines 24W and 20W, all grid lines were 
leveled in closed loops or level closures were tied into previously leveled loops. 
Lines 92N, 24W and 20W were leveled from established elevation points on the 92N 
base line and then re-read on return to the starting point. Errors in elevation 
closures were generally insignificant but in one case a 0.7 ft. error occurred and 
it was evenly distributed throughout all the stations in that loop.

METHOD OF CORRECTING GRAVITY READINGS

The first correction is for drift and this is determined by plotting base station 
gravity readings in scale divisions versus time in graph form, then simply reading 
from the graph the amount of drift that took place at each specific time gravity 
readings were taken. These corrections are subtracted when base station readings 
are higher than the original base station value and if base station readings are 
lower than the original base station reading the correction is added.

No latitude correction was applied to the gravity values since the area is of 
small dimension.
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METHOD OF CORRECTING GRAVITY READINGS (continued)

A "Free Air" correction is applied to all elevations above or below the arbitrary 
datum of 1000 feet, including the height of instrument. This correction amounts 
to 0.09406 milligal s per foot and is added to station readings above 1000 feet and 
subtracted from stations below 1000 feet.
The "Bouguer" correction is also applied to elevation differences to account for 
the attraction of the material between the gravity station and the datum plane. 
Bouguer corrections are always opposite in sign to the "Free Air" correction for 
any given station. Therefore for stations above theddtum plane this correction 
is subtracted and for stations below datum the Bouguer correction is added.

To simplify the calculations the Free Air and Bouguer corrections are combined 
to arrive at the elevation correction. The constant used for this combined 
correction is 0.0622 milligals per foot which accounts for a material density 
of 2.5 (metamorphosed sediments).

No terrain corrections were applied since the surveyed area is relatively flat.

GRAVITY SURVEY PLOTTING AND INTERPRETATION

Figure 7 is also drawn on a scale of 1:2400 and illustrates in profile form the 
gravity results and the elevation survey data. To recognize the two profiles the 
solid line between station intervals is the gravity profile while the dashed 
line represents elevation. The plotting scales used for the two profiles are: 
gravity - l inch = 2 milligal s,elevation - l inch = 50 feet.

Numerical gravity values are written opposite the stations read while the respective 
elevation for each station is written directly below the gravity value.

Since this gravity survey is not intended to define specific rock types of
varying densities, the stronger Bouguer anomalies are those that could be indicative
of underlying sulphides and are therefore of particular interest .

GRAVITY SURVEY RESULTS (Figure 7)

A number of subtle 0.1 milligal gravity anomalies occur at random and are believed 
caused by knolls of near surface bedrock.

A possible reference model which could be used for gravity anomaly comparison in 
this survey area is a relatively weak 0.1 to 0.2 milligal anomaly occurring on 
sections 32W, 34W and 36W on the north side of the 92N base line. This anomaly 
has been drill tested on all three section lines, B.H's #10, 11, 12, and various 
widths of 10 to 20% disseminated sulphides intersected. It should be noted that 
this mineralized zone should have had a stronger gravity expression but the most 
prevalent sulphides are associated with silica flooding and the footwall rock has 
been altered to light density steatite. This gravity anomaly is associated with 
a VLF and VLEM conductor and a magnetic anomaly.

The strongest and most outstanding gravity anomaly outlined occurs on section 20W 
at 84 8 85N. This 0.8 milligal anomaly is near the bottom of a steep slope on the 
southern flank of a very interesting magnetic anomaly and is associated with a 
VLF conductor.
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GRAVITY SURVEY RESULTS (FIGURE 7) continued

The second most obvious gravity anomaly occurs on section 28W at 94 S 95N 
eastward along strike from the anomaly drilled by B.H.'s #10 to 12. This 
0.35 to 0.47 milligal anomaly does coincide with a very weak magnetic anomaly 
but does not have any correlating conductivity. This gravity anomaly does 
coincide with a postulated fault zone striking NNE - SSW and it is more than 
double the strength of the suggested gravity reference model.

A third area with relatively strong gravity values is quite evident in the 
north part of the property on lines 28W to 36W inclusive. Line 32W has the 
narrowest and weakest response, 0.15 milligals . Lines 28U and 36U have unusually 
broad gravity anomalies which vary in strength from 0.1 to 0.35 milligals over 
300 feet of width on 28W, and from 0.25 to 0.35 milligals over 500 feet of width 
on line 36W. There is a possibility of a tight fold to the west of 36W which 
is resulting in crossing the same anomaly twice. A VLEM conductor and a weak 
broad magnetic anomaly coincide with the northern flank of this broad gravity 
anomaly. A VLF conductor cuts across the anomalous zone showing no regard for 
the VLEM conductor and the consistent strike directions of the gravity and 
magnetic zones. B.H. #16, drilled in 1968, did sample the VLEM conductor and 
magnetic anomaly at 23 + 65W but only minor widths of sulphides were cored and 
no particularly dense rock types were logged which could help explain the broad 
gravity anomaly to the west.

The last gravity anomaly worthy of mention occurs on line 28VI to 36W slightly 
north of the 82N tie-line in the south part of the property. This anomaly is 
quite weak on lines 28U and 32U becoming stronger on section 36U where it 
measures 0.35 milligals and is coincident with an interesting magnetic anomaly. 
Actually, all three anomalous gravity responses are associated with a weak 
magnetic zone along the south side of the VLF conductor.

WORK SUMMARY

Minor prospecting, re-cutting of grid lines, vertical loop electromagnetic 
surveying, gravity and elevation surveying, were carried out at intermittent 
intervals from Gune 26,1991 to December 29,1991. Report writing and map work 
was also intermittent but completed January 24,1992. A total of 59 man days 
were involved in this work including travel time from Copper Cliff to the work 
site and return and this is broken down as listed:

WORK CARRIED OUT DISTANCE COVERED MAN DAYS

Re-cutting grid, preparing gravity stations 4.0 miles 10.5
Prospecting, stripping, sampling 7.5 miles 2.5
Vertical loop electromagnetic surveying 10.85 miles 18.0
Gravity surveying 3.21 miles 5.0
Elevation, surveying 4.0 miles 9.0
Travel time, (Gereghty 8. Lang)   9.0
Gravity calculations and plotting ~ 2.0
Report writing, mapping   3.0

Total 59.0

* * * * -7



WORK SUMMARY (Continued) 
77T79

Total number of VLEM readings
Total number of elevation stations
Total number of gravity stations

Personnel employed: G.Gereghty 
D.Poulsen 
T. Lang 
G.McBride

630
182
182

Copper Cliff 
Notre Dame du Nord 
Copper Cliff 
New Liskeard

42.5 days 
7.0 days 
5.5 days 
4.0 days

During the time periods Gereghty and Lang worked on the Pense property they 
stayed at the Eldon Hotel in Englehart, Ontario. Poulsen and McBride lived at 
home and travelled daily to and from Pense Twp.

Much of the transportation to the central and southern parts of the property was 
provided by one of two Gereghty automobiles, however, during a one month period 
at "freeze-up" a rented "Tilden" 4x4 truck was used for accessing the northern 
part of the claim group. Travel time to and from work, including walking, was 
from 2 3/4 to 3i hours per day depending on what access route was used and 
where work was being done within the property.

CONCLUSION:

The vertical loop electromagnetic survey has performed an important service in 
eliminating VLF conductors caused by surface conductivity. 
The gravity survey has successfully defined positive gravity anomalies having 
the most potential for a base metal mineral deposit.

By correlating the gravity anomalies with vertical loop conductors and magnetic 
anomalies the most promising drill targets are obvious.

RECOMMENDATION:

A certain amount of vertical loop electromagnetic surveying is still required over 
and about the four interesting gravity anomalies outlined. 
A minimum 3,000 feet of diamond drilling is required to test various anomalies 
outlined, deepen two previous drill holes, and do some bracket drilling.

January 25,1992
Gerald ^Gereght/ J
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